
Ice. Pure and Simple

DISCOVERING THE ICE-O-MATIC DIFFERENCE

In restaurants, hospitals, bars, schools, supermarkets and fast-food operations, ice machines 
play an increasingly crucial role in the success of business. There are many manufacturers in 
the market supplying this growing need for ice, but which one  
do you choose?

Before making your decision, consider Ice-O-Matic for the following reasons:

Simple By Design
At Ice-O-Matic, we believe boring is beautiful. Every one of  
our machines feature practical design. Ice-O-Matic ice makers  
are thoughtfully designed for simplicity.  Features like our  
easy-access cabinet, easy-to-clean ice-making system and  
simple controls make life easier.

Purity
Some people may not realize it, but ice is a type of food.  
That’s why our innovative, food-safe AgION® antimicrobial  
compound is permanently integrated into each machine’s essential 
food-zone areas. This innovation safeguards the sanitation of the 
ice-making system.

World Class Service and Support
Anyone can sell an ice machine, but it’s what the seller  
does after the point of sale that really differentiates them  
from the competition.

At Ice-O-Matic, we strive to understand our customers’ needs 
in order to consistently and quickly recommend and install the  
right machine for the right job.

Better Productivity
Our ice machines are designed for long-lasting performance, 
unparalleled ease of operation, as well as quick diagnosis, 
maintenance and service.

Productivity Example: In a recent internal comparison of the  
Ice-O-Matic ICE0400A to similarly-sized competitor machines,  
our machine produces more ice in 24 hours – up to 22 pounds  
more, per day.

The ICE0400A 24-hour production research, projected over  
10 years, delivers 40 tons more ice to the operator. 

When we say you get more ice for the price, we really mean it.

Built in America…And Proud of It
Since our founding more than 60 years ago, Ice-O-Matic  
is committed to manufacturing our bins and ice machines  
in Denver, Colorado. 

Warranty
Using Ice-O-Matic water filters and replacing them every  
6 months extends the evaporator warranty to 7 years — the  
ONLY 7-year warranty in the industry!

BOTTOM LINE
Choosing the right manufacturer matters. The Ice-O-Matic difference means customers receive American made purity, simplicity,  
productivity and reliability. Every time.

For more on commercial ice machine selection tips, watch our ‘Cool School’ video on Ice-O-Matic’s YouTube channel at  
youtube.com/iceomaticusa.

You can also visit us online at Iceomatic.com to explore our company, our products and our history.  
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